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A B S T R A C T   

The motivation to approach or avoid incentives can change during adolescence. Advances in neuroimaging allow 
researchers to characterize specific brain circuits that underlie these developmental changes. Whereas activity in 
the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) can predict approach toward incentive gain, activity in anterior insula (AIns) is 
associated with avoidance of incentive loss. Recent research characterized the structural white-matter tract 
connecting the two brain regions, but the tract has neither been characterized in adolescence nor linked to 
functional activity during incentive anticipation. In this study, we collected diffusion MRI and characterized the 
tract connecting the AIns to the NAcc for the first time in early adolescents. We then measured NAcc functional 
activity during a monetary incentive delay task and found that structural coherence of the AIns-NAcc tract is 
correlated with decreased functional activity at the NAcc terminal of the tract during anticipation of no in-
centives. In adolescents who completed an assessment 2 years later, we found that AIns-NAcc tract coherence 
could predict greater future self-reported motivation, and that NAcc functional activity could statistically 
mediate this association. Together, the findings establish links from brain structure to function to future moti-
vation and provide targets to study the reciprocal development of brain structure and function.   

1. Introduction 

Adolescence is a period of human development marked by increased 
sensitivity to rewards (Spear, 2000; Steinberg et al., 2009). Compared to 
both children and adults, adolescents exhibit increased approach be-
haviors, novelty seeking, and risk taking (Spear, 2000; Sisk and Foster, 
2004; Steinberg, 2009). Whereas increased reward sensitivity and 
motivated behavior can promote healthy development by facilitating 
learning and improving adaptation to new environments (Davidow 
et al., 2016; Telzer, 2016), these same behavioral shifts may also 
partially account for the higher rate of vehicle accidents, drug abuse, 
and unsafe sex practices in adolescents compared to adults (Eaton et al., 
2012; Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration 
(SAMHSA, 2012). Given the significant societal costs of these behaviors, 

researchers have attempted to understand characteristics of the 
adolescent brain that promote and restrain the pursuit of rewards (Dahl 
et al., 2018; Foulkes and Blakemore, 2018; Casey et al., 2018), with the 
goal of identifying neural targets to strategically increase self-control of 
motivated behaviors. 

Converging evidence across mammalian species suggests that 
dopaminergic projections from the ventral tegmental area to the nucleus 
accumbens (NAcc) can drive behaviors related to the anticipation and 
consumption of both primary (e.g., food) and secondary (e.g., money) 
incentives (Ikemoto and Panksepp, 1999). Countervailing projections 
from the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the anterior insula (AIns) release 
the neurotransmitter glutamate into the NAcc and may inhibit neural 
responses to reward (Ferenczi et al., 2016). Human functional neuro-
imaging research indicates that greater anticipatory activity in the NAcc 
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predicts risk-seeking choices, whereas greater anticipatory activity in 
the AIns predicts risk-averse choices in a financial investment task 
(Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005). In particular, positively skewed gambles, 
which offer a low probability of high magnitude rewards, can prefer-
entially increase NAcc activity (Wu et al., 2011; Leong et al., 2016). 
Activity in the AIns may counter the risk-seeking signals in the NAcc, 
since lesions of the AIns are associated with increased financial risk 
taking (Clark et al., 2014) and impaired associative learning from losses 
but not from gains (Palminteri et al., 2012). Thus, whereas NAcc activity 
is posited to index positive arousal and promote approach behavior, 
AIns activity appears to index negative arousal and promote avoidance 
behavior (Knutson et al., 2014). The comparative and functional neu-
roimaging research suggests that a structural tract connecting the AIns 
to the NAcc might be related to decreased NAcc activity and risk-seeking 
behavior. 

Recent multimodal neuroimaging research has combined diffusion 
MRI and probabilistic tractography to characterize the structural 
connection between the AIns and the NAcc. Specifically, Leong et al. 
(2016) visualized and measured a white-matter tract connecting the 
AIns to the NAcc in adults and found that greater AIns-NAcc tract 
coherence, indexed by higher fractional anisotropy (FA) values, is 
associated with reduced preference for positively skewed gambles. 
Leong et al. also found that lower activity in the NAcc prior to gamble 
choice, measured by functional MRI (FMRI), statistically mediated the 
association between AIns-NAcc tract coherence and positive-skew 
gambling behavior. Physiological research helped guide the interpre-
tation of these results, which suggest that unidirectional glutamatergic 
projections from the AIns to the NAcc blunts NAcc responses to potential 
incentives, thereby reducing risky choices (Chikama et al., 1997; Rey-
nolds and Zahm, 2005; Ferenczi et al., 2016). The studies suggest a 
circuit model of reward processing in which the NAcc responds to po-
tential rewards, the AIns responds to aversive signals (Knutson and 
Bossaerts, 2007; Craig, 2009), and together influence the flow of activity 
through corticostriatal loops that can incite or inhibit motivated be-
haviors (Haber and Knutson, 2010; Samanez-Larkin and Knutson, 2015). 

Whereas the previous multimodal neuroimaging explorations of the 
AIns-NAcc circuit were conducted in adults, adolescence is a period of 
human development when the NAcc and the AIns undergo significant 
functional and structural changes. Functionally, previous research has 
shown that NAcc activity in response to gain outcomes peaks around age 
15 and decreases with age (Braams et al., 2015; Schreuders et al., 2018; 
Insel and Somerville, 2018). In contrast, AIns activity dips to a nadir 
around 17 years of age and increases with age (Insel and Somerville, 
2018). Structurally, coherence of white matter within the 
right-hemisphere insula is positively correlated with the onset of pu-
berty (Herting et al., 2012), and structural coherence increases from 
adolescence to adulthood in the uncinate fasciculus — a major tract that 
passes through the white matter adjacent to the insula (Lebel et al., 
2008; Simmonds et al., 2014). These findings identify adolescence as a 
period during which the NAcc and AIns functionally respond to in-
centives in distinct ways, and further indicate that greater NAcc activity 
and lesser AIns activity may relate to increased risk taking. The early 
research suggests that the changes in NAcc and AIns functional activity 
may occur in concert with structural changes to the white-matter con-
nections between the two brain regions. 

While researchers have documented significant functional changes 
in the NAcc and the AIns during adolescence, no studies have examined 
the white-matter tract connecting the two brain regions during this 
developmental period. Further, no studies of adolescents have combined 
measures of AIns-NAcc tract coherence with measures of functional 
activity in the projection targets of the tract during incentive anticipa-
tion. Establishing a link between structural tract coherence and func-
tional activity can guide novel hypotheses about the temporal or causal 
nature of the relation between structural development and circuit 
function. The reliable measurement of both the structure and function of 
the AIns-NAcc circuit may help to explain individual differences in 

personality, however no study has linked multimodal measurements of 
the AIns-NAcc circuit to individual differences in personality. 

In this study, we innovated multimodal neuroimaging analyses to 
characterize the AIns-NAcc white-matter tract and to test links between 
the structural coherence of the tract to functional NAcc activity in 91 
early adolescents (ages 9–13 years; Tanner stage ≤ 3). We collected 
diffusion MRI and conducted probabilistic tractography to trace the 
AIns-NAcc tract in every individual. We then measured whole-brain 
FMRI activity in response to gains and losses during a monetary incen-
tive delay task. Given evidence from animal studies that unidirectional 
glutamatergic axons from the AIns terminate in the NAcc (Chikama 
et al., 1997; Reynolds and Zahm, 2005), we hypothesized that coherence 
of the AIns-NAcc tract is negatively associated with NAcc activity during 
the task (see also Leong et al., 2016). Specifically, we tested whether 
AIns-NAcc tract coherence was associated with functional NAcc activity 
during the anticipation of incentives (gains, losses, and no incentive). 
Finally, in a subset of 69 participants who were assessed two years later, 
we tested whether AIns-NAcc tract coherence at baseline could predict 
future self-reported reward drive and impulsivity, and whether func-
tional NAcc activity could statistically mediate the association between 
AIns-NAcc tract coherence and future reward motivation. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants and procedures 

Participants were native English speakers from the San Francisco Bay 
Area who were recruited by media and online advertisements for a 
longitudinal study of adolescent brain development (see King et al., 
2017, and Colich et al., 2017, for additional details about participant 
recruitment). Given the focus of the larger study on pubertal develop-
ment, females were excluded from the study if they had experienced the 
onset of menses at entry to the study, and participants with an average 
Tanner score above 3 were excluded. Males and females were matched 
on self-reported pubertal stage (Morris and Udry, 1980). Participants 
were excluded from the study if they had any contraindications for MRI 
(e.g., had metal implants, braces), had a history of neurological disorder 
or major medical illness, had cognitive or physical challenges that 
limited their ability to understand or complete the study procedures, or 
were not fluent in English. Of 182 total study participants who 
attempted an MRI scan, 159 successfully completed both functional and 
diffusion MRI scans at baseline, and 99 participants remained after 
quality control (excluded 33 participants for motion > 2 mm between 
volume acquisitions in any direction for functional scans; excluded 27 
participants for motion > 5 mm on average in any direction across the 
diffusion scan). An additional 8 participants were excluded for lack of 
engagement in the task (< 30 % hit rate), leaving a total of 91 partici-
pants (see Table 1 for participant demographics). A subset of partici-
pants (n = 69) completed a behavioral session approximately 24 months 
after the baseline time point (mean = 23.4 months; SD = 5.0 months; 

Table 1 
Participant Demographic Characteristics.  

Item  

N (Baseline) 
N (Follow-Up) 

91 (32 male) 
69 (25 male) 

Baseline Age (Years) 11.38 ± 1.03 (9–13) 
Baseline Tanner Stage 1.96 ± 0.66 (1–3) 
Interval between Baseline and Follow-Up (Months) 23.41 ± 4.96 (16.95–39.56) 
Race/Ethnicity  
White 50.55 % 
Asian 15.48 % 
African American 9.89 % 
Hispanic 5.49 % 
Biracial 9.89 % 
Other 6.59 % 
Unknown 1.10 %  
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range = 17.0–39.6 months). The study was approved by the Stanford 
University Institutional Review Board. In accordance with the Declara-
tion of Helsinki, all participants provided informed assent and their 
parent/legal guardian provided informed consent. 

2.2. Pubertal stage 

Pubertal stage was determined by self-report Tanner Staging 
(Marshall and Tanner, 1969; Morris and Udry, 1980). Participants re-
ported her/his developmental stage by selecting from a schematic 
drawing of two secondary sex characteristics (pubic hair and breast/-
testes development) on a scale of 1–5. Self-report Tanner staging scores 
are correlated with physicians’ physical examinations of pubertal 
development (Shirtcliff et al., 2009; Coleman and Coleman, 2002). 

2.3. MRI scan acquisition 

MRI scans were acquired at the Center for Cognitive and Neurobio-
logical Imaging (CNI) at Stanford University using a 3 T Discovery 
MR750 (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) equipped with a 32-chan-
nel head coil (Nova Medical). Whole-brain functional scans were ac-
quired during the KIDMID task (see below for more details) with a T2*- 
weighted gradient pulse sequence (46 axial slices, TR/TE = 2000/24 ms, 
flip angle = 77◦, 2.9 mm isotropic voxels, interleaved acquisition). 
Diffusion-weighted imaging was acquired to visualize and measure 
structural white-matter tracts (TR/TE = 8500/93.5 ms, 64 axial slices, 
2 mm isotropic voxels, 60 b = 2000 diffusion-weighted directions, and 6 
b = 0 acquisitions at the beginning of the scan). A high-resolution T1- 
weighted anatomical scan was acquired for co-registration of functional 
images and diffusion data and for volume of interest specification with a 
SPGR sequence (TR/TE/TI = 6.24/2.34/450 ms; flip angle = 12◦; 
sagittal slices; 0.9 mm isotropic voxels). 

2.4. Kid monetary incentive delay (KIDMID) task 

The Monetary Incentive Delay (MID) task reliably elicits FMRI 

activity in mesolimbic brain circuits in healthy adults (Knutson et al., 
2001). We modified the MID task for children (KIDMID) by replacing the 
monetary incentive with points, which participants could later exchange 
for prizes they had selected before starting the task (Gotlib et al., 2010). 
Participants completed 72 pseudo-randomized trials (see Fig. 1). On 
every trial, participants viewed an incentive cue (500 ms), anticipated 
the incentive (2000–2500 ms), responded to the target (160–350 ms, 
adaptive timing), fixated for a delay (900–1500 ms), and viewed the 
trial outcome (1500 ms). Participants were asked to respond to the 
target (a triangle) as quickly as possible; they were successful if they 
responded before the target disappeared. Each trial lasted 6000 ms and 
was locked to three FMRI volume acquisitions (TR = 2000 ms). Cues 
indicated 4 incentive conditions: gain (+5 points), non-gain (+0), loss 
(-5), and non-loss (-0). Circles indicated gain trials and squares indicated 
loss trials. In loss trials, participants had to respond to the target in order 
to avoid losing points. Following the task, participants exchanged the 
total points they had earned in the task for prizes. The reaction time 
required to successfully hit the target was dynamically adjusted by a 
staircase procedure to keep each participant’s hit rate at 66 % across all 
conditions. 

2.5. Functional MRI preprocessing and analysis 

Functional neuroimaging analyses were conducted with Analysis of 
Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) software (Cox, 1996). For preprocess-
ing, data were sinc interpolated to correct for non-simultaneous slice 
acquisition, corrected for motion in six dimensions, spatially smoothed 
using a small kernel (full width at half maximum = 4 mm), and high-pass 
filtered (omitting frequencies with period slower than 90 s). Visual in-
spection of motion correction estimates confirmed that six participants’ 
heads had moved more than 2 mm in a plane from one whole-brain 
volume acquisition to the next; these participants were excluded from 
further analysis. 

Whole-brain statistical analyses were conducted with regression 
models that included eleven regressors of no interest that included: (1) 
six regressors that indexed motion across volume acquisitions; (2) two 

Fig. 1. Kid Monetary Incentive Delay (KIDMID) task trial 
structure and behavior. 
(A) The Monetary Incentive Delay task for children (KIDMID) 
has 72 pseudo-randomized trials with 4 conditions: gain (+5 
points), non-gain (+0), loss (-5), and non-loss (-0). In every 
trial, participants viewed an incentive cue (500 ms), antici-
pated the incentive (2000–2500 ms), responded to the target 
(160–350 ms, variable timing), fixated for a delay 
(900–1500 ms), and viewed the trial outcome (1500 ms). Trials 
lasted 6000 ms and were locked to three FMRI volume acqui-
sitions (TR = 2000 ms). 
(B) Participants hit more targets on gain versus non-gain trials 
(paired t(90) = 5.36, p < 0.001), and on loss versus non-loss 
trials (paired t(90) = 5.62, p < 0.001). Participants had faster 
reaction times for gain than non-gain trials (paired t(90)=- 
2.29, p = 0.02), and were faster in avoiding losses than 
avoiding non-losses (paired t(90)=-3.32, p < 0.01).   
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regressors that indexed activity in cerebrospinal fluid and white matter 
volumes of non-interest; and (3) three regressors that indexed the 
anticipation, target, and outcome periods across all trials. Four orthog-
onal regressors of interest contrasted: (1) gain versus non-gain antici-
pation; (2) loss versus non-loss anticipation; (3) gain versus non-gain 
outcome; and (4) non-loss versus loss outcome. These orthogonal re-
gressors of interest were convolved with a single gamma-variate func-
tion that modeled the canonical hemodynamic response (Cohen, 1997) 
before inclusion in the regression model. 

For group statistical maps, each participant’s t-statistic map of re-
gressors of interest was transformed to Z-scores, spatially warped to 
Talairach space, and resampled to 2 mm cubic voxels. Group maps were 
voxelwise thresholded (p < 0.001) and then cluster thresholded (cluster 
size > 12 contiguous 2.9 mm cubic voxels) to yield a corrected threshold 
for detecting activity within a gray matter mask (p < 0.05 corrected, 
derived with 10,000 Monte Carlo iterations using the program 
3dClustSim (AFNI_18.0.25 version), which estimates the spatial auto-
correlation of noise to minimize false positive findings (Cox et al., 2017). 

To extract raw activity for targeted volume-of-interest (VOI) ana-
lyses, spheres (8 mm diameter) were centered on bilateral foci for the 
NAcc and the AIns (Talairach coordinates: +/-10, 12, -2; +/-34, 24, -4; 
Knutson and Greer, 2008). VOIs were warped from Talairach space to 
participants’ native brain space. Activity was averaged within the VOI 
and then divided by the mean VOI activity across the whole experiment 
to derive a continuous measure of percent signal change. Activity time 
courses were then shifted 2 volume acquisitions (or 4 s) to account for 
the hemodynamic response lag to peak response. Percent signal change 
was extracted from the trial periods when participants viewed and 
anticipated incentive cues (i.e., the first volume acquisition), responded 
to the target in each trial (second volume acquisition), and viewed the 
trial outcome (third volume acquisition). The mean activity in the VOIs 
during these periods was used in between-subject analyses. Brain ac-
tivity in any VOI that was greater than 4 standard deviations from the 
mean percent signal change in that VOI was excluded from regression 
models. Statistical analyses were performed in R (version 3.4.0), using 
packages for mixed effects regression analysis (lme4 version 1.1–15) and 
statistical mediation analysis (lavaan version 0.5–23.1097). 

2.6. Diffusion MRI preprocessing 

Anatomical landmarks were manually defined in the anterior and 
posterior commissures (AC-PC), and the midsagittal plane to guide a 
rigid-body transformation that converted the T1-weighted images into 
AC-PC aligned space. Participant motion in the diffusion-weighted im-
ages was corrected by non-linear co-registration. Each diffusion- 
weighted image was registered to the mean of the six motion- 
corrected non-diffusion-weighted (b = 0) images. The mean of the six 
non-diffusion-weighted images was aligned to the T1 image in AC-PC 
space using a rigid body transformation. All raw diffusion images 
were resampled to 2 mm isotropic voxels by combining motion correc-
tion and anatomical alignment into one transformation, and then 
resampling the data using a seventh-order b-spline algorithm. All pre-
processing steps were performed using the open-source mrDiffusion 
package (www.github.com/vistalab/vistasoft). 

2.7. Probabilistic tractography of the AIns-NAcc tract 

To define anatomical VOIs, each participant’s AC-PC aligned T1- 
weighted image was processed through FreeSurfer (version 5.3), an 
automated cortical parcellation and subcortical segmentation software 
suite (Fischl et al., 2004; Fischl, 2012). AIns VOIs were derived from the 
Destrieux cortical parcellation atlas, by combining the anterior insula 
and short gyrus parcellations (Destrieux et al., 2010; Leong et al., 2016). 
NAcc VOIs were identified from probabilistic subcortical tissue classi-
fication based on a manually labeled training set (Desikan et al., 2006). 
A binary white-matter mask was formed using the white versus 

gray-matter border identified by FreeSurfer. The FreeSurfer VOIs were 
visually inspected for each individual to ensure that they covered the 
relevant brain regions, and were processed to fill holes in the VOI and 
remove satellite voxels, and then dilated 1 voxel along the VOI border. 
This additional processing of the VOIs helped to prevent circular 
tracking (i.e., tracking fibers within the VOI), and ensured that fibers 
successfully left the VOI (i.e., exited the gray matter and entered the 
white matter). 

Fiber tracking between the AIns and NAcc VOIs was performed using 
constrained spherical deconvolution-based probabilistic tracking, 
sometimes called probabilistic streamline tractography, as implemented 
in MRtrix software (version 0.2.12; Tournier et al., 2007) and has been 
previously described (Leong et al., 2016, 2018). The maximum number 
of harmonics was set to 6 (Lmax = 6), which defined the maximum 
number of deconvolution kernels utilized by constrained spherical 
deconvolution to estimate the fiber orientation distribution function in 
each voxel. This required 28 parameters for fitting the function (or 32 
less than the 60 measured diffusion directions). Fiber pathways were 
generated by randomly seeding a voxel in a starting VOI and tracking 
until the fiber reached the ending VOI to ensure symmetrical fiber 
tracking (maximum number of fibers = 5000, FA cutoff = 0.1, curva-
ture = 60 degrees). Fibers leaving the white-matter mask were termi-
nated and discarded. 

Fibers obtained from the tractography solutions were then reduced 
to core fiber bundles by eliminating outliers and anatomically unlikely 
pathways (e.g., fibers crossing the cerebral hemispheres, or crossing 
through cerebrospinal fluid). Specifically, fibers longer or shorter than 2 
standard deviations from the mean fiber length were initially removed. 
Next, fibers greater than 3 standard deviations away from the mean 
spatial position of the core fiber (Mahalanobis distance) were removed. 
Finally, fibers that took indirect routes between VOIs (e.g., fibers that 
projected in one direction but then looped backward) were removed. 

2.8. Structural coherence of the AIns-NAcc tract 

After identifying the AIns-NAcc tract in all participants, we quanti-
fied measures of the structural coherence of the tract in both hemi-
spheres. The structural coherence of a tract can be estimated with 
diffusion metrics such as mean FA. To assess FA along the spatial tra-
jectory of the tract, we spatially normalized fiber pathways between 
participants by sampling 100 evenly-spaced cross-sectional nodes along 
the length of the tract from the start VOI to the end VOI (Yeatman et al., 
2012; Ho et al., 2017). The mean FA in each node of the tract was then 
calculated by averaging FA from all fibers within a node, weighted by 
the spatial distance of a fiber from the node’s core fiber. We calculated 
structural coherence of the tract by averaging FA across the middle 50 % 
of the tract to ensure that coherence measures exclusively included 
white matter and not voxels along the gray versus white-matter 
boundary. Indexing structural coherence in the middle half of each 
tract follows previous tractography methods, and can also minimize the 
influence of branching fibers near the tract ends (Yeatman et al., 2012). 
This procedure generated a single FA value for the tract in each hemi-
sphere of every participant, and provided the estimate of structural tract 
coherence. The instructions and open-source code for these procedures 
are available on GitHub (https://github.com/josiahkl/spantracts). 

2.9. Sensitivity to punishment and sensitivity to reward questionnaire for 
children (SPSRQ-C) 

All participants completed a 29-item self-report questionnaire 
adopted from the SPSRQ-C (Colder et al., 2011) at both timepoints. The 
questionnaire yields scores for five subscales: drive, impulsivity/fun, 
social approval, fear, and, anxiety. Participants responded to questions 
on a Likert scale, ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly 
agree”). Subscale scores were calculated by averaging participant re-
sponses across the items comprising each subscale. 
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Recent research in human personality has adapted adult self-report 
tests of the behavioral approach and inhibition system (BAS and BIS) 
for assessment in children (Torrubia et al., 2001), specifically, the 
Sensitivity to Punishment and Sensitivity to Reward Questionnaire 
(SPSRQ-C; Colder and O’Connor, 2004). While factor analysis of the 
SPSRQ-C distinguises separate factors for “drive” and “impulsivity or fun 
seeking,” both factors contain questions regarding sensation seeking and 
risk taking (Colder et al., 2011). Thus, we tested whether coherence of 
the AIns-NAcc structural tract might be related to SPSRQ-C drive and 
impulsivity scores. 

3. Results 

3.1. Behavioral performance on the KIDMID task 

Participants hit more targets on incentivized than on non- 
incentivized trials in the KIDMID task (gain versus non-gain: paired t 

(90) = 5.36, p < 0.001; loss versus non-loss: paired t(90) = 5.62, 
p < 0.001; see Fig. 1). This better performance for incentivized trials was 
reflected in faster reaction times for incentivized than for non- 
incentivized trials (gain versus non-gain: paired t(90)=-2.29, p = 0.02; 
loss versus non-loss: paired t(90)=-3.32, p < 0.01). Replicating prior 
research, faster reaction times were associated with increased self-report 
drive and impulsivity on the SPSRQ-C questionnaire at baseline (r=- 
0.29, p < 0.01; see Supplementary Fig. 1; Colder et al., 2011). 

3.2. Whole-brain and VOI activity in the KIDMID task 

As in previous research, whole-brain FMRI analyses revealed 
increased mesolimbic activity during anticipation of potential gains 
versus non-gains (see Fig. 2). Analyses also revealed increased medial 
PFC activity during receipt of gains and increased left AIns and right 
ventrolateral PFC activity during receipt of non-gains (see Fig. 2). Raw 
NAcc VOI activity was greater during anticipation of incentives than 

Fig. 2. Functional MRI whole-brain contrasts and NAcc raw 
activity timecourses. 
(A) Whole-brain FMRI analyses revealed increased mesolimbic 
activity during anticipation of potential gains versus non-gains 
(voxelwise p < 0.001, cluster-corrected p < 0.05). There was 
increased medial PFC activity during receipt of gains, and 
increased left anterior insula and right ventrolateral PFC ac-
tivity during receipt of non-gains. The spherical NAcc VOI in-
dicates where raw activity was extracted for time course and 
individual difference analyses. See Supplementary Fig. 2 for 
equivalent whole-brain maps of the loss and non-loss condi-
tions. 
(B) Raw percent signal change in NAcc activity was plotted to 
illustrate critical predictions. In both hemispheres, NAcc ac-
tivity was greater when anticipating potential gains than non- 
gains (gain versus non-gain: paired t(90) = 4.46, p < 0.001), 
and when anticipating potential losses than non-losses (paired t 
(90) = 3.24, p < 0.01). NAcc activity was additionally greater 
during the anticipation of gains than the anticipation of losses 
(paired t(90)=-2.76, p < 0.01).   
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non-incentives (gain versus non-gain: paired t(90) = 4.46, p < 0.001; 
loss versus non-loss: paired t(90) = 3.24, p < 0.01). Mean NAcc activity 
during anticipation of each incentive (i.e., the first volume acquisition in 
the trial lagged by two volumes, or 4 s) was computed for each partici-
pant and then used in analyses examining individual differences. 

3.3. Structural tract coherence 

Probabilistic tractography revealed the AIns-NAcc tract in both 
hemispheres in every participant (see Fig. 3). Tractography results 
reproduced an AIns-NAcc tract trajectory in adolescents similar to that 
previously visualized in adults (Leong et al., 2016, 2018). FA along the 
middle 50 % of the tract was averaged in each hemisphere to derive a 
measure of tract coherence in each participant. Because animal tract 
tracings indicate that unidirectional axons from the AIns terminate in 
the NAcc (Chikama et al., 1997; Reynolds and Zahm, 2005), we tested 
the hypothesis that coherence of the AIns-NAcc tract was associated 
with NAcc activity during the anticipation phase of the MID task. 

Individual differences in AIns-NAcc tract coherence (FA) was asso-
ciated with decreased NAcc activity when participants anticipated non- 
gains (see Fig. 4; right: β=-0.28, t(89)=-2.70, p < 0.01; left: β=-0.21, t 
(89)=-2.02, p < 0.05). Bootstrapped correlations demonstrated the 
robustness of this association in the right hemisphere (samples=10,000; 
right: 95 % confidence interval = [-0.45, -0.03], p = 0.02; left: 95 % 
confidence interval = [-0.43, -0.01], p = 0.09). A non-parametric 
Spearman’s correlation also confirmed the robustness of the associa-
tion in both hemispheres (95 % confidence interval: [-0.39, -0.003]). 
Given the potential concern about using spherical versus atlas VOIs, we 
reproduced the findings when extracting NAcc activity from a proba-
bilistic VOI derived from the Desai atlas (right: β=-0.32, t(89)=-3.19, 
p<0.01; left: β=-0.17, t(89)=-1.64, p=0.10). Tract coherence was not 
associated with NAcc activity when participants anticipated gains (right: 
β=0.05, t(89) = 0.50, p = 0.62; left: β=0.02, t(89) = 0.19, p = 0.85). 

Additional statistical analyses tested the potential association be-
tween tract coherence and NAcc activity during the motor target and 
outcome phases of the task, and also for incentive loss conditions (see 
Supplementary Fig. 5). Similar to anticipatory activity, AIns-NAcc tract 
coherence was associated with decreased NAcc activity when 

participants responded to targets for non-gains (right: β=-0.30, t(89)=- 
2.95, p < 0.01; left: β=-0.39, t(89)=-4.03, p < 0.001). 

Whereas animal axon-tracings indicate that the AIns projects unidi-
rectionally to the NAcc, in the current study AIns-NAcc tract coherence 
was also associated with greater AIns activity during the anticipation of 
losses (right: β = 0.27, t(89) = 2.72, p < 0.01; left: β=0.31, t(89) = 3.06, 
p < 0.01), but with lesser AIns activity during the anticipation of non- 
gains (right: β=-0.20, t(89)=-1.96, p = 0.05; left: β=-0.32, t(89)=- 
3.24, p < 0.01). The tract was not associated with AIns activity in 
anticipation of non-losses (right: β=-0.01, t(89)=-0.13, p=0.89; left: 
β=0.05, t(89)=0.44, p=0.66) and gains (right: β=0.05, t(89)=0.46, 
p=0.65; left: β=-0.06, t(89)=-0.54, p=0.59). 

3.4. Structural tract coherence of AIns-NAcc and NAcc activity predicts 
future SPSRQ-C drive 

AIns-NAcc tract coherence predicted greater SPSRQ-C drive reported 
two years later (β = 0.28, t(67) = 2.41, p = 0.02). This association 
remained statistically significant after controlling for sex, age, and 
SPSRQ-C drive at baseline (AIns-NAcc tract coherence: β=0.20, t 
(64) = 2.01, p < 0.05; female: β=-0.22, t(64)=-2.00, p < 0.05; age: 
β=0.09, t(64) = 0.79, p = 0.43; baseline SPSRQ-C drive: β=0.41, t 
(64) = 3.93, p < 0.001). AIns-NAcc tract coherence was not associated 
with baseline SPSRQ-C drive (β=0.12, t(67) = 0.99, p = 0.32) or with 
either baseline or follow-up SPSRQ-C impulsivity (baseline: β=0.08, t 
(67) = 0.67, p = 0.51; follow-up: β=0.08, t(67) = 0.64, p = 0.52). 
Finally, AIns-NAcc tract coherence was not associated with scores on 
any other subscale on the SPSRQ-C (see Supplementary Table 1). 

We then tested whether individual differences in NAcc functional 
activity could statistically mediate the direct path from AIns-NAcc tract 
coherence to future SPSRQ-C drive (see Fig. 5). Bootstrapped path 
analysis (samples = 10,000), which included the same covariates of no 
interest as were included in the pairwise regressions, indicated that 
greater AIns-NAcc tract coherence was associated with reduced NAcc 
activity during non-gain anticipation (a: β=-0.36, p < 0.01), and that 
reduced NAcc activity for non-gains was associated with increased 
future SPSRQ-C drive (b: β=-0.19, p = 0.04). Including the indirect ef-
fect of NAcc activity for non-gains reduced the direct association of AIns- 

Fig. 3. Visualization of the anterior insula to 
nucleus accumbens tract. 
(A) The AIns-NAcc tract in both hemispheres in 
a representative participant. The AIns-NAcc 
tract begins in the anterior insula and travels 
along the lateral-medial axis within subcaudate 
white matter until terminating in the NAcc 
(Leong et al., 2016, 2018). See Supplementary 
Fig. 3 for tract visualizations in additional par-
ticipants. See also Supplementary Fig. 4 for the 
fiber orientation distribution in the voxels 
through which the AIns-NAcc tract travels. 
(B) Tract profiles of AIns-NAcc tract fractional 
anisotropy (FA) along the trajectory of the tract. 
Mean diffusivity is also plotted to demonstrate 
the inverse relation between mean diffusivity 
and FA. The FA values in the middle 50% of the 
tract were averaged in each hemisphere sepa-
rately to derive a measure of tract coherence in 
every participant.   
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NAcc tract coherence with future SPSRQ-C drive to non-significance (c’: 
β=0.10, p = 0.36). The results from the mediation analysis based on the 
prespecified spherical NAcc VOI were similar when activity was 
extracted from a probabilistic atlas NAcc VOI (a: β=-0.37, p < 0.01; b: 
β=-0.23, p = 0.01; c’: β=0.09, p = 0.45). 

4. Discussion 

In this study, we characterized the white-matter tract connecting the 
AIns to the NAcc for the first time in adolescent humans. We found that 
structural coherence of the AIns-NAcc tract, indexed by FA, was asso-
ciated with decreased NAcc activity during anticipation of non-gain 
incentives in a monetary incentive delay task. Structural coherence of 
the AIns-NAcc tract prospectively predicted greater motivation two 
years later, assessed by participants’ scores on the SPSRQ-C. Anticipa-
tory NAcc activity could statistically mediate the association between 
anatomical structure and motivation reported two years later. Together, 
our findings demonstrate the utility of using multimodal neuroimaging 
to characterize targeted white-matter tracts in linking brain structure to 
brain function to future motivated behavior. 

This study extends the previous finding in adults that greater 
coherence of the AIns-NAcc tract is associated with reduced NAcc ac-
tivity prior to engaging in a risky choice, which in turn is linked to 
reduced preference for positively skewed gambles (Leong et al., 2016). 
The present findings suggest that this structural connection also in-
fluences anticipatory reward responses in adolescents. Adolescence is a 
developmental period during which potential rewards in the environ-
ment elicit stronger responses in the mesolimbic brain regions inner-
vated by dopamine (Somerville et al., 2010). Greater mesolimbic brain 
activity can facilitate increased exploration of novel environments and 
experiences, which may help adolescents achieve independence as they 
move toward adulthood (Spear, 2011; Galván, 2013; Walker et al., 
2017). Comparative research provides converging evidence that 
adolescent rats learn less from negative feedback than their younger and 
older counterparts (Pattwell et al., 2011, 2012; Pattwell et al., 2016,). 
Consistent with these findings, studies with humans suggest that 

Fig. 4. Structural coherence of the AIns-NAcc 
tract is associated with diminished NAcc activ-
ity during anticipation of non-gains. 
(A) The effect of AIns-NAcc tract coherence 
(mean fractional anisotropy) on NAcc activity is 
driven by decreased NAcc activity when par-
ticipants anticipated non-gains (right: β=-0.28, 
t(89)=-2.70, p < 0.01; left: β=-0.21, t(89)=- 
2.02, p < 0.05). Bootstrapped correlations could 
demonstrate the robustness of the association in 
the right hemisphere (samples=10,000; right: 
p = 0.02; left: p = 0.09). A non-parametric 
Spearman’s correlation could confirm the 
robustness of the association in both hemi-
spheres (rho: -0.20, 95 % confidence interval: 
-0.39, -0.003). 
(B) AIns-NAcc tract coherence (mean fractional 
anisotropy) was not associated with NAcc ac-
tivity when participants anticipated gains 
(right: β = 0.05, t(89) = 0.50, p = 0.62; left: 
β=0.02, t(89) = 0.19, p = 0.85). All regression 
coefficients are standardized. See Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5 for associations between AIns-NAcc 
tract coherence and functional activity from 
other trial phases.   

Fig. 5. NAcc activity to non-gains statistically mediates the association be-
tween AIns-NAcc structural coherence and SPSRQ-C drive at follow-up. 
Statistical mediation analysis of a model in which AIns-NAcc tract coherence 
correlates with greater future SPSRQ-C drive through decreased NAcc activity 
during non-gain anticipation. The model includes sex, age, and initial SPSRQ-C 
drive as covariates of no interest. AIns-NAcc tract coherence was associated 
with greater future SPSRQ-C drive (c). The indirect pathway statistically 
mediated this association, such that AIns-NAcc tract coherence was associated 
with decreased NAcc activity (a), and NAcc activity was associated with 
decreased future drive (b). Including functional NAcc activity as a mediating 
variable reduced the direct pathway to no statistical significance (c’). 
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adolescents have less brain activation in response to potential losses and 
aversive outcomes than do adults (Doremus-Fitzwater and Spear, 2016; 
Insel and Somerville, 2018). Tasks administered to adolescent humans 
that pit potential gains versus losses within a single choice, as in risky 
gambling, and that separate reward anticipation versus reward receipt, 
may help to elucidate the influence of the AIns-NAcc tract on anticipa-
tory NAcc activity (Wu et al., 2011; Leong et al., 2016). 

The present study does not yet fit intuitively in the existing landscape 
of adolescent brain research. The current findings suggest that AIns- 
NAcc tract coherence is associated with reduced NAcc activity during 
anticipation of non-gain incentives in adolescents. However, AIns-NAcc 
tract coherence was also associated with greater NAcc activity during 
anticipation of losses (see Supplementary Fig. 5). In reconciling these 
findings with the broader literature, we posit that AIns to NAcc pro-
jections do not yet fully modulate the NAcc’s responses to potential 
gains and losses in early adolescence. Whereas the coherence of white 
matter near the AIns-NAcc tract (i.e., in the uncinate fasciculus) in-
creases from adolescence to adulthood (Lebel et al., 2008; Simmonds 
et al., 2014), NAcc activity in response to reward outcomes peaks at age 
15 and decreases with age (Braams et al., 2015; Schreuders et al., 2018; 
Insel and Somerville, 2018). Thus, our finding may reflect a period in 
early adolescence during which AIns-NAcc tract is modulating NAcc 
activity in different reward contexts. Longitudinal studies can identify 
more precisely whether AIns-NAcc tract coherence increases during 
adolescence, and then link increases in tract coherence to reduced NAcc 
activity during anticipation of rewards. Future studies should also 
separately target NAcc activity in response to reward outcomes. Finally, 
modeling approaches such as dynamic causal modeling might be used to 
test whether the AIns-NAcc tract moderates the effect of AIns activity on 
NAcc activity (Cho et al., 2013). 

The present findings provides specific hypotheses to test in large 
multimodal neuroimaging datasets. For example, in the Adolescent 
Brain Cognitive Development (ABCD) study, longitudinal data are ob-
tained from both FMRI during a monetary incentive delay task and 
diffusion MRI in over 11,000 adolescents (Casey et al., 2018). The ABCD 
dataset also includes behavioral and self-report indices of approach, 
avoidance, and impulse control, as well as potential moderating vari-
ables (e.g., ethnicity, socioeconomic status), that researchers can use to 
examine links between brain and behavior (Luciana et al., 2018). Thus, 
findings from the present study might be replicated and extended by 
linking the structure and function of the AIns-NAcc pathway to relevant 
constructs assessed at baseline and at future time points. These brain 
measures may additionally precede and predict future real-life out-
comes, including drug abuse and psychiatric disorders (Büchel et al., 
2017). 

Future research might also integrate the present findings with 
morphological changes in the NAcc during adolescence. Previous studies 
have indicated that NAcc volume decreases linearly from childhood to 
adulthood (Mills et al., 2014; Mills et al., 2016; Herting et al., 2018; 
Wierenga et al., 2018), which suggests that morphologically changes in 
the NAcc might drive increased reward sensitivity and motivated be-
haviors in adolescents. However, no research has explored links between 
anatomical projections to the NAcc and NAcc morphology. Establishing 
links between structural tracts, functional activity, and morphology will 
clarify the concerted unfolding of adolescent brain development. 

We should note three limitations of this study. First, the adaptive 
algorithm to control participants’ hit rate in the KIDMID task was set to 
66 % across all conditions rather than within each condition as in the 
original MID task (Knutson et al., 2001). This task design led to different 
behavioral performance and reaction times across conditions, such that 
participants responded more quickly to incentivized than to 
non-incentivized trials (see Fig. 1). One important advantage of the task 
design, however, is that it allowed us to compare reaction times across 
task conditions; indeed, our analyses replicated previous findings that 
increased self-report drive and impulsivity are correlated with faster 
reaction times to achieve gains and avoid losses (Colder et al., 2011; see 

Supplementary Fig. 1). Second, we focused on a narrow window of 
development (i.e., early adolescence ages 9–13 years), and studied an 
imbalanced sample that included more female than male participants. 
Future studies should track brain development longitudinally across a 
longer time span, and recruit a comparable number of female and male 
participants, which will allow researchers to characterize the develop-
ment of the AIns-NAcc circuit with greater generalizability and to 
explore possible sex differences. Finally, diffusion tensor metrics such as 
FA can only provide a crude estimate of the structural coherence of a 
tract, and the tracts that cross the AIns-NAcc tract further decrease the 
validity of the measure (Jones et al., 2013). Novel diffusion MRI tech-
niques such as Neurite Orientation Dispersion and Density Imaging 
(NODDI) might eventually support or supplant the more traditional 
measures used in this study (Zhang et al., 2012). Future comparative 
research that pairs diffusion MRI with physiological manipulations such 
as CLARITY might help validate specific neuroimaging measures as well 
(Leuze et al., 2017). 

While this study could characterize the structure and function of the 
AIns-NAcc circuit, many converging circuits contribute together to 
motivated behavior. Further research should specifically examine the 
circuits that guide incentivized impulses, including dopaminergic pro-
jections from the ventral tegmental area to the NAcc (MacNiven et al., 
2020), glutamatergic connections from the medial PFC and amygdala to 
NAcc (Samanez-Larkin et al., 2012; Leong et al., 2016; Hampton et al., 
2017; Jung et al., 2018), and reciprocal connections between the AIns 
and ventrolateral PFC (Leong et al., 2018). Distinct connections to the 
NAcc may support dissociable aspects of motivated behavior. Advancing 
models that link brain structure, function, and behavior in human 
adolescence might then inform policy and pedagogy targeted at this life 
stage. 
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